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SUBMISSION:  AIBC COUNCIL SUBMISSION NO.:  5.3 

 SUBMITTED BY: WERKER/AOTF 

 DATE: 14 MAY 2013 

SUBJECT: Associate Options Task Force 

PURPOSE: Provision of recommendations on AIBC associate regulation 

EFFECT ON RESOURCES: Key strategic initiative of council requiring appropriate 

resources including staff time, potential consultation time and 

costs for legal, communications and PR. Currently unbudgeted. 

TIMING: Immediate. Time is of the essence.  

REMARKS/ISSUE 

(Constitutes advice to council) 

Based upon the AOTF’s work from January 2013 to date (as 

summarized in the accompanying report) a framework of 

“guiding principles” for the admission and regulation of 

associates has been recommended.  This framework is set out in 

the form of motions attached. 

If council supports these motions, the AOTF recommends 

promptly providing members and associates with an update on 

the intended direction and consideration of a consultation 

process. 

Council should commence policy and any bylaw development 

to implement the framework as soon as possible given the time 

and resource realities behind drafting, consulting on and 

seeking member and government approval of bylaws.   

The motions propose, as a first notable step, that council 

replace the .AIBC designations by September 2013, with 

implementation of the balance of the guiding principles by the 

time of the 2014 annual meeting. 

Note that one of the guiding principles includes discontinuation 

of the student associate class.  An option, which will need to be 

more carefully considered during the transition process, may be 

that student  associates could become ‘affiliates’, which are 

unregistered individuals who maintain a connection with the 

institute but are not ‘regulated’ and have no statutory rights.  

ACTION(S) REQUIRED: Approval of motions, below. 

ATTACHMENT(S): 

(Constitute advice to council)  

 

• Motions  

• Associates Options Task Force Summary Report to AIBC 

Council (Privileged and Confidential) for distribution to 

council members only 

• Associates Options Task Force Summary Report – for 

distribution to council members and council liaisons 

Attachments note: 

All council members and council liaisons will receive the motions. 

One of the attachments, the Associates Options Task Force Summary Report to AIBC Council (Privileged and Confidential) 

includes supporting material that may be confidential and/or privileged and is being distributed to council members only.  

The report entitled Associates Options Task Force Summary Report is distributed to council members and council liaisons and 

does not include the confidential/privileged supporting material. 
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SUBMISSION:  AIBC COUNCIL SUBMISSION NO.:  5.3, continued 

 SUBMITTED BY: WERKER/AOTF 

 DATE: 14 MAY 2013 

 

Proposed Motions: 

 

 

WHEREAS: 

 

A. As a professional self-regulatory body, the core mandate of the AIBC is to: establish standards for 

entry into the profession of architecture and standards for professional conduct and ongoing 

competency; monitor compliance with standards; discipline architects and other registrants with 

respect to professional conduct expectations; and to prevent unauthorized persons from practising 

illegally; 

B. The fundamental purpose of the Architects Act is protection of the public through appropriate 

regulation of all individuals registered under the legislation. This regulation includes ensuring that the 

practice of the profession only occurs through a certificate of practice and that associates are admitted 

and regulated in keeping with the AIBC’s core mandate; 

C. Debate regarding the admission and regulation of AIBC associates (the “Associate Issue”) has 

triggered uncertainty within the institute and profession; 

D. The number of categories or classes of associates is unwieldy and creates unnecessary burden and 

confusion that undermines effective operation and regulatory function of the AIBC;  

E. AIBC council is determined to provide clarity on the Associate Issue and appointed an Associate 

Options Task Force ( AOTF) in January 2013 to review the matter and to provide recommendations 

to council;  

F. The AOTF is recommending a framework of guiding principles for the admission and regulation of 

AIBC associates, below, informed by a document entitled “Framework for Associates and Affiliates – 

May 1, 2013” attached as Appendix ‘A’ to the AOTF’s Summary Report; and  

G. The implementation of the framework of guiding principles will require notice and consultation with 

members and associates and revision to the AIBC’s regulatory regime including relevant bylaws, 

rules, policies and operational practices. 
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THEREFORE, AIBC Council moves that: 

 

1. The following guiding principles for the admission and regulation of AIBC associates be 

adopted for future implementation:  

 

a. A reorganization of the current range of associate classes to a total of three:    

 

 Intern Architect Associate;  

 

 Retired Architect Associate (to be comprised of current retired architect 

and previously registered member classes); and 

 

 Architectural Technologist Associate (comprised of current architectural 

technologist, intern architectural technologist, building designer and 

residential designer classes); 

 

b. Discontinuation of the architectural graduate and student associate classes of 

associates (student associate class includes the subcategories architectural students, 

syllabus students and architectural technologist students); 

 

c. Replacement of all ‘.AIBC’ designations with the three associate class designations 

in (a) above, and the establishment of guidelines, including bylaws, necessary for the 

use of these designations; and 

 

d. Establishing limitations and conditions, through bylaw creation and enforcement, of 

‘independent practice’ by AIBC associates, to conform with the expectation that 

work conducted by associates in the Architects Act exceptions occurs under the 

supervision of an architect. 

 

2. The following implementation principles be adopted: 

 

a. A transition process and timeline for implementation of the guiding principles in 

Motion 1 be established by the AOTF with the goal of implementing the 

replacement designations in Motion 1(c) by September 2013 and the balance of 

guiding principles by the AIBC 2014 annual meeting; 

 

b. The AOTF’s mandate and terms of reference be revised to reflect the tasks required 

for implementation of the guiding principles, including working with staff and 

external consultants as necessary; 

 

c. The AOTF’s composition be amended to include one intern architect associate 

liaison, one architectural technologist associate liaison, along with four elected 

council members and one LG appointee council member; and 

 

d. Staff be directed to work with the repurposed AOTF to develop required bylaws 

and other tasks related to implementation of the guiding principles.    


